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Hybrid DMEK Technique

AE-4226   Tan DSAEK/SMILE Forceps, 23G

AE-1570   Tan-Jod DMEK Block

Mutipurpose microforceps used for grasping the iris while 
performing iridectomy
(Also available in 25G: AE-4221)

Designed for standard DMEK or the Hybrid DMEK procedure. This can be used 
on DMEK donor tissue. The block provide suction with a spring loaded syringe
1. Suction holes for firm placement of the donor button allows stripping of the 
DM to be performed with a single hand since there is no need to stabilize the
donor in place due to the enhanced suction
2. The suction allows stabilization of the globe regardless of age or size of 
cornea-scleral rim
3. The block is clear and transparent, so that the reflection of light from a 
standard operating microscope may be used for good visualization and
identification of the DM.
4. Stripping under conventional cornea storage media such as Optisol /MK 
media or organ culture stripping imparts a pink/red glow which simulates a
“red reflex”, similar to performing capsulorhexis during cataract surgery.
5. The improved visualization allows the early detection of any aberrant tags to 
ensure smoother DMEK graft edge and less risk of radial tears
6. Donor stripping of the DMEK tissue is possible

Scan here To see the video of 
Dr. Tan’s Hybird DMEK Technique
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AE-2336   Tan DMEK Stripper

The Tan DMEK Stripper is an instrument designed to facilitate 
DMEK donor dissection with minimal risk of radial Descemet’s 
membrane (DM) tearing. The instrument is double ended. The 
double tipped end is designed for cutting the peripheral margins 
of DM circumferentially without radial tears, while the curved 
single tipped end is designed for lamellar separation of DM 
from the stroma
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AE-1586   John DMEK Twin Block

AE-2327   Ahn DMEK Rake

John DMEK Crystal Spatula

The John DMEK block helps in separation, staining, and 
temporary placement of the donor DM and endothelial cells 
until transplanted to the recipient cornea

The Ahn DMEK Rake allows for careful separation of the donor 
Descemet’s membrane without direct contact to the endothelial 
surface. The wider, flat surface allows for gentle manipulation of 
the donor tissue while harvesting the endothelial graft

Both spatulas have a smooth, rounded, olive tip extremity 
specially designed for use on the donor. It facilitates unrolling of 
the donor descemet’s membrane

AE-2328 Large

AE-2329 Small
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AE-1588   Kobayashi DMEK Block Holder

Used as a fixed base for putting the base of Barron 
anterior chamber for separation of tissue



Kobayashi DMEK Button Manipulator Forceps, 25G

Kobayashi DMEK Small Tissue Forceps, 25G

This 25 gauge forceps for DSAEK/DMEK has a ring shaped 
tip, which is atraumatic to Descemet’s membrane when the 
surgeon grasps the membrane edge. Forceps is able to grasp the 
Descemet’s membrane donor edge without tearing, enabling 
precise and rapid donor centering after air injection into 
anterior chamber

This 25 gauge forceps for DSAEK/DMEK has a sandblast tip, 
which is atraumatic to Descemet’s membrane when the 
surgeon grasps the membrane edge

AE-4933 Vertical Tip

AE-4934 Horizontal Tip

AE-4936 Vertical Tip

AE-4935 Horizontal Tip

AE-5670   McKee/Price  DMEK scissors, 23G        

Ideal for iridectomy procedure through 1mm side port incision
for DMEK & DSEAK procedures
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AE-7002  Ahn DMEK Cannula, 23G

AE-7003  John DMEK Cannula, 30G

AE-7005 (24-30G)
AE-7006 (25-33G)

This device is used to inject air. Using bend to tip, 
portion, it is easy to sweep across the anterior 
segment surface to open the graft

Facilitates irrigation of BSS and air injection
into the recipient anterior chamber as
needed during the transplantation of the
DM to the recipient cornea

Designed for DSAEK but can be used for various 
procedures to maintain the AC, cannula surface is 
sandblasted so that it stays in place

Ideal for unrolling of DM graft into 
recipient’s anterior chamber

Kobayashi DMEK Cannula Curved

AE-7802 Kobayashi DSAEK Chamber Maintainer, 25G
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AE-7005 (24-30G)
AE-7006 (25-33G)

AE-4212   Sarnicola DMEK Stripper

AE-4210   Guell DMEK Forceps

Sarnicola DMEK Cannula, 27G

This instrument is designed to complete the DM 
separation from the donor stroma, after using the 
peripheral dissector

Broad tips to firmly grasp and remove the donor 
endothelium without tearing

Sarnicola cannulas are designed to facilitate the unrolling of the 
DM graft into the recipient’s anterior chamber. These cannulas are 
provided with a right side port, left-side port or bilateral port, to inject 
air or BSS in order to indirectly manipulate the DM graft, depending on 
type of  graft unrolling ( partially open graft, double rolls graft)

This cannula has a port facing upward, and it is designed to 
insufflate air from the bottom upwards, in order to promote the 
adhesion between DM graft and the recipient cornea, without 
dislocating the graft

AE-7825 Left Port

AE-7826 Right Port

AE-7827 Port Up
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